






























Bu testlerin her hakkı saklıdır. Hangi amaçla olursa olsun, testlerin tamamının veya bir kısmının “İhtiyaç Yayıncılık”ın yazılı izni ol-
madan kopya edilmesi, fotoğrafının çekilmesi, herhangi bir yolla çoğaltılması, yayımlanması ya da kullanılması yasaktır. Bu yasağa 
uymayanlar, gerekli cezai sorumluluğu ve testlerin hazırlanmasındaki mali külfeti peşinen kabullenmiş sayılır.
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1. Bravery is an abstract noun. Tree is a 
concrete noun. Team is a collective noun. 
Pickpocket is a compound noun and 
Building is a verbal noun.

A B C D E

2. All the given sentences are correct except 
for the sentence given in option D. The 
correct usage should have been “on sale”.

A B C D E

3. All the sentences are correct except the 
sentence given in option B because the 
word “everyone” requires a singular verb 
or verb form. 

A B C D E

4. The suffixes used in all of the options are 
used to make nouns or performs, but the 
word in option A is not a noun. 

A B C D E

5. All the given words are single syllable 
words but option C is a two-syllable word. 

A B C D E

6. In English most nouns are inflected for 
number with the inflectional plural affix 
-s (as in “dog” → “dog-s”), and most 
English verbs are inflected for tense with 
the inflectional past tense affix -ed (as in 
“call” → “call-ed”). English also inflects 
verbs by affixation to mark the third person 
singular in the present tense (with -s), and 
the present participle (with -ing). English 
short adjectives are inflected to mark 
comparative and superlative forms (with 
-er and -est respectively). In addition, 
English also shows inflection by ablaut 
(sound change, mostly in verbs) and 
umlaut (a particular type of sound change, 
mostly in nouns), as well as long-short 
vowel alternation. For example: Write, 
wrote, written (marking by ablaut variation, 
and also suffixing in the participle), Sing, 
sang, sung (ablaut), Foot, feet (marking by 
umlaut variation), Mouse, mice (umlaut), 
Child, children (ablaut, and also suffixing in 
the plural).Modals are never inflected. 

A B C D E

7. Because the given sentence starts with 
“despite” and continues with a negative 
expression such as “small population”, 
the sentence should follow with a negative 
expression since there is the word “and” 
before the gap. 

A B C D E

8. The meaning of the sentence indicates 
that the best word for the gap should 
be a negative-meaning word. The word 
“exacted” in option C has a negative 
meaning and indicates “by force”. 

A B C D E

9. The correct phrasing should be “problem of 
something”. Therefore, the correct answer 
is B.

A B C D E

10. The expression “when things go wrong” 
indicates that the general tense of the 
sentence is in the present. This is provided 
in option E.

A B C D E

11. The meaning of the sentence requires an 
expression indicating contrast. Out of the 
options that indicate contrast, “contrary to” 
is the only one that meets that meaning as 
well as the phrase structure following. 

A B C D E

12. The sentence given in option B indicates 
that Mary is the object while she is the 
subject and they refer to different persons. 

A B C D E

13. The correct forms of the incorrect 
sentences are: Anthony Powell, the 
contemporary British novelist, shows in 
his writing great familiarity with the work 
of Proust while avoiding much direct 
reference to him. Soccer’s many creative 
possibilities ---- in part from its being played 
on such a large field. One of the world’s 
worst space flight disasters occurred on 28 
January 1986,when the shuttle Challenger 
exploded soon after take-off, killing the 
crew of seven. Scientists have studied the 
health status of native people in the South 
Pacific for decades, and have noted the 
explosion of diet-related disease in the 
area.

A B C D E
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14. The sentence “They achieve heroic stature 
in part from their accomplishments and in 
part because they emerge from their trials 
as more sensitive and thoughtful human 
beings” in the passage is consistent with 
option D.

A B C D E

15. The sentence “They earn lasting fame 
by performing great deeds that help their 
community, and they inspire others to 
emulate them” in the passage is consistent 
with option E.

A B C D E

16. The two sentences “This permits them to 
express their individuality. However, in 
spite of their extraordinary abilities, no hero 
is perfect. Yet their human weaknesses are 
often as instructive as their heroic qualities” 
in the passage is consistent with option C.

A B C D E

17. The sentence “So it becomes increasingly 
urgent for the authorities to put into effect 
far more efficient measures to improve 
their condition” in the dialogue indicates 
that the topic is not about international 
affairs, fishing, National Geographic, or 
rafting.

A B C D E

18. The sentences “Generally, a case like this 
results from muscle spasms brought on 
by repeated muscleor tooth clenching and 
tooth grinding” indicates that the problem 
is related with the teeth and face which is 
consistent with option E.

A B C D E

19. The dialogue requires confirmation of 
comprehension and this is provided in 
option C.

A B C D E

20. The meaning of the given sentence is 
consistent with option E in the sense that 
in option A planes are able to cross the 
Atlantic. In option B, the tense is directing 
to the future. In option C, the meaning 
is similar with option A. In option D, the 
meaning of too long is inconsistent with the 
given sentence. 

A B C D E

21. There are a few points in the given 
sentence; there is controversy among 
critics, Antigone is the name of the 
play, Sophocles is the writer of the play. 
Antigone or Creon don’t seem like the 
leading character. These options are all 
provided in option A. 

A B C D E

22. All the given options other than D should 
come after the passage, not in between 
any of the given sentences. 

A B C D E

23. None of the sentences other than option E 
are consistent with the following sentence 
“But Anna’s worries about art and romance 
are soon swept away as the Germans 
besiege her native city” We are left with 
only option E that doesn’t contradict the 
following sentence. 

A B C D E

24. The fourth sentence may seem consistent 
with the third sentence, but it is not 
consistent with the fifth sentence. 

A B C D E

25. The fifth and last sentence is not consistent 
with the main idea of the passage or the 
previous sentence. 

A B C D E

26. The given statement is the definition of 
allegory. 

A B C D E
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27. The given statement is the definition of 
elegy.

A B C D E

28. The Twelfth Night was written by William 
Shakespeare.

A B C D E

29. The given statement is the description of 
Comedy of Manners.

A B C D E

30. The given description is consistent with 
tone. 

A B C D E

31. The given description is consistent with 
Historical Novel where everything is based 
on historical facts.

A B C D E

32. The given statement is consistent with 
option D.

A B C D E

33. The given statement is the definition of 
blank verse.

A B C D E

34. The given sentence is the definition of 
Pragmatics in option A. “Grammar” is the 
whole system and structure of a language 
or of languages in general, usually taken 
as consisting of syntax and morphology 
(including inflections) and sometimes also 
phonology and semantics. “Syntax” is the 
way in which linguistic elements (as words) 
are put together to form constituents (as 
phrases or clauses). “Phonology” is the 
study of how sounds are organized and 
used in natural languages. “Morphology” is 
the study and description of how words are 
formed in language.

A B C D E

35. Declaration is an utterance used to change 
the status of some entity - for example, 
you’re out uttered by an umpire at a 
baseball game. This class includes acts of 
appointing, naming, resigning, baptizing, 
surrendering, etc. Commissive is an 
utterance used to commit the speaker to 
do something- for example, I’ll meet you at 
the library at 10:00 P.M. This class includes 
acts of promising, vowing, volunteering, 
offering, guaranteeing, pledging, betting 
etc. Question is an utterance used to 
get the hearer to provide information-for 
example, Who won the 2000 presidential 
election? This class includes acts of 
asking, inquiring, etc. Directive is an 
utterance used to try to get the hearer to 
do something- for example, Shut the door. 
This class includes acts of requesting, 
ordering, forbidding, warning etc.

A B C D E

36. Groupwork cannot be used when 
presenting grammar because groupwork 
requires all the students to talk and 
therefore it is rather difficult for the teacher 
to present anyhting. The other options are 
all advantages of groupwork.

A B C D E

37. The relationship between palm (a kind of 
tree) and tree is that of a subordinate and 
superordinate. Palm is the subordinate of 
tree which is referred to as “hyponym” in 
linguistics.

A B C D E

38. Defeat and lose are not gradable in the 
sense that there is nothing in between 
them to indicate degree. 

A B C D E

39. The given situation is consistent with 
pragmatics. 

A B C D E

40. Only velum is between the pharynx and the 
oral cavity.

A B C D E
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41. The given statement is the definition of 
error.

A B C D E

42. Getting order in the classroom and 
presenting something is the role of 
controller. 

A B C D E

43. In Task-Based Learning, students are 
expected to produce language and this is 
consistent with the given statement. 

A B C D E

44. Students are given English names in 
Suggestopedia. Moreover, the aim of the 
approach is to establish a comfortable and 
stress free environment. 

A B C D E

45. Although all of the options are stated 
among the qualities of a language test, 
cruciallity is not one of these and it is not 
related. 

A B C D E

46. The given situation is the definition of 
continuous assessment which is an 
alternative to one-time assessment. 

A B C D E

47. The given statement is the definition of 
formative assessment.

A B C D E

48. The teacher demonstrating things for the 
students is called “modeling”. 

A B C D E

49. Time limit is the option that makes 
speaking difficult because we have to do 
a lot of things in a very short period of time. 

A B C D E

50. Young learners are not interested in peer 
approval but are interested in teacher 
approval. It is adolescents who require 
peer approval. 

A B C D E




